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ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS OF SCHOOL EFFICLEN

There is little wonder why public.officials '1 asirigly

pursue the topic of school efficiency. Average school .elqoendi-

e
.

.

turs for.the naiion have risen fifteen-fold from their 1940,1

level of $100 per pupil. Even .discouritingfOr-dilflation;: tl7ii_s_

represents an approximate 500 percent increase. Throughout most
of the 1460's and 70' public education ekpenditures

at annual 'rates' in excess of the percentage groweb.i

Nati.pmai Product. 1 Until the mid-1970' teacher, caf.

increased

. higher than the compensation for other occupations r

comparable training. Moreover, despite-skyrocketing resource

increases, by ,conventional measures of school output pupils'

,test scores, the output of schools had stabilized or declined..

Beginning -.in thelate 1960's a coalition of golicical arid

econoThic forces began- to promote greater,public school "accounts

ability. "` This constituted the third historical instance in

America's cyclical concern for greater public school effi etiey

The first major school efficiency movement occurred in the mi_ 1

of the nineteenth century.2 The period,was marked-by rapid Ropu

lation:expansion and the inauguration of ladescale public school-

ing in ciLeS. The efficiency movement consisted of adopting a

2

David B. Tyack, The t ne Be
(1975

U.S. Office Of Education, A Century of Pu
U.S:Coveitment Printing.Office, 1973.

-School Sta

Cambridge:
1

arvard Univetsi y Press



number of European. pioneered techniques 'for maximizing

:instructional time of school masters who.were otherwise in short

sUpply Alialf-dentury later, the cycle repeatedjtaelfan

effort to promote greater scientific management of- schools by-

widespread deployment of profesSional educational 'administrators.

These two historical efforts to achieve added school pro-
.

'ductivity, borrow 6d heavily from the burgeoning manufacturing and

industrial techniques of thtir time. Similarly, the' current

accountability movement in education attempts to draw upon the

uanagement. Terms such as. Management by Objectives MBO),

Program, Evaluation Review Techniques (PERT), and Program rfOr-

mance Budgeting. (PPB), are almost as co on in conversatia among
4,

S hOpl administrators as among. ndUstrial mangts. . Today,
,

in the .a.st, those concerned with enhancing ecjficiency in educa-

.tional organizationS. turn readily to the most widely publiCized

examples; the technical-industrial model of productivity.

Will the third time prove successful forAeducation? .No_

`likely. The probability is good that the contemporary accounta$
.

bility movement will follow the path` f previous educational fads,

a dramatic surge of interest and publicity only to subside into a
,

shallow period of practical implementation. The primary imp is

liaymOnd E., CallahanThe Cult of Efficieney h University of Chicago

Press, 1963).

4' -

For a description of the contemporary accountability movement, see Edgard
Wynne, The Politics of School Accountability (Berkeley: McCutchan, 1972),

The leading proponent of "accountability" is Leon Lessinger For detail, see

his of.111111Ltyi,Systems Planning in-EducLtibn (Homewood: Etc P,ublishers,

1973).



went to cur ent efficiency efforts is tot, as c hoes jmigh.t -assert,

_-total recalci gnce or incompetence on the part' off educators and
,

school managers, Rather, as we contend in the falowing,section

of this paper, the difficulty is the inability o.f the educa-.

tion pr ce0 presently to meet' the assumptions inherent in the

technical-industrial model of, school productivity. V il.there

exists a sceuce of instruction far more complete and p cise

than is currently the casethe prevailing concept of accountabil-
5

icy is Booed to failure. Indeed, it may even be detrimental to

the effort to erhande school efficiency,

argue in subsequent secti6ps the current state of

the education art

productivity

ciency uce t were

three 0ther

renders schoolihg more amenable to gains in

f one br a combination of several alternative effi-

adopted. In this regard, we will discuss

a-Eegies for'enhancing school efficiency alterna-

tive mod018 INThiQh stre s (1)'a.politicaL definition of efficiency,

6.

These alternjt,veS are analyzed in detail in-Walter I. Cams,
and Lawrence C. Pierce4 School Finance: The Politics and Eco
Schools -(Erigiewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, in pres.$);

Lnj tum of a larger measure of @the market-mechanism, and

a vastly mpdified personnel incentive system.
6

This contentio argued in detail RI James Is% Guthrie "Social Science
AccountahilitY and the Political Economy of Public Schools," iii john E.
McDermott (ed.),Indetermina' in Education (BeAeley: McCutc an, 1976).

s W. Guthrie,
-f Public



The Conventional School Efficiency
Model and Its Weaknesses

The Industrial revolution resulted from the yfortuitious

convergence of practical political ideologieS. and production

technologips. The. Protestant Reformation, subsequently de v loped

palti cal f)hilosophies.such as John Stuart Mills' "liberteria

ism," and the acceptance of "Social Darwinis " pribvided cultural

justification for profit seeking and market competition. Scien-

tific developments such as steam motive,power, interchangeable

parts, and assembly line techniques combined with specializttiOn

of-labor to encourage an expanded and more efficient ubduction

of material goods. In that private enterprise offered -high

A personal, gain to risk taking entre reneurs and thoseable,to con-

tribute advancedadvanced techniques and advice, it attracted asubstan-

tial proportion of western civilization's human talent. There

existed powerful incentives for inventors, technicians, and

sei ntists to make the prodbction process ever more efficient.

Over time, at least. when judged in strict economic terms, the

manufacturing sector made extraordinary advances. in productivity

and, understandably, became for many the model against which t

judge 411 enterprise: 1?oth'private and public.' The difficulty

that public schools,-past as well as present, are not sufficiently

analagous in purpose or process bp-permit the technical-industrial

to be useful in obtaining greater educational efficiency.



EC IC4-INDUSTRIA1, EFFICIENCY ASS

Private secto

TIONS

endeavors. particularly manufacturing firms,

generally exhibit five conditions which are not immedrately,simi-,

-lar for schools. First, in the private sector, there is. almost

unanimous agreement upon the. desired outcome, ke a 'prOfit.

There exists little .conflict- regarding the overall' purpose of the

organization, the basic intent is to make money. Second, means
,for measuirng the firm's.success or failure are-- latively

straightforward, a financial balance sheeNd5ecifyingprofit in

its various formse high net sales proceeds, capital gains or

_dividends. Third, private sector undertakings posses'S,a-basic

technology. which guides production. Whether refining Oil, pro:

ducinP, Lotor vehicles, or manufacturing electronic devices. -

-equipment and procedures exists for converting raw materials thtd

finished pl-oducts. These production processes are grounded in

well 1-nown.scientific principles. Fourth, within reasonable

boundaries, private formS are aware of and usually .ca exercise

control over -the qualities of raw materials-used in production.-

Lastly, the profit motive, when coupled with competition, neti-

vates private sector organizations to attempt to comply with

consumer preferenc

Tp varying degrees, Amrica's pUblic schools do not exhibit

these five characteristics. There is net widespread and intense

public agreement regarding the'objective of schooling. Tech-

measuxi g-school outcomes are primitive. and imprecise.

There is little. scientifically derived knowledge regarding the
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i any particular subject. :Schools have

over the quality of "rav material ,1! students,

-st work. The monopolistic nature of public

low,

lly the incentives for schools tc4re-

students and their parents. We

these emissions iz greater detail in the sections
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rEE:COALS OF SCHOOLING.

?ling have been a-topic for philosophic

tical conversation for literally thousands

amount o time given to the problem has not,

Only under the most autocratic national-

ion-is there e ex a clear pronunciation on the

ooling shOuld be .directed. To be `sure, 'even-in a

end overlapping Setof school,jurisdictions such as

niced States, there can be a modicum of

ohoolitrg. However, such a Consensus, at

d publicly, is so abstract as

rp

tizens concur-that schools should strive

g, writing, and counting skills, good ,citizen-

citizens, good habits of health- and

g, patriotism, life aAjuStment, physi-

SOlool pis 'et, "Report of the Dibtriet Als'Review
eo. October 22, 1974, it.



cal-fitness, aid on and on.- The difficulty -Comes when. efforta',
ofr

are made to arrive At-Priorities among these goals or when the

Objectives are Made speCific. How mucht'effort should be :given to

teaching youngsters patriotism? Is this,best done by :teaching
.

"critical*thinking, which might very well,result in. students

questioning national endeavors Suchas military action in-Viet

-Nam? Or, should students, par-ticularly-at -anearlyagei simply

be taught "My country, right or'wron-"? .Perhaps Students should

be stee-ped more-intensely in health and pd_sonal hygiene. After

all, what could be rriore important than understanding-how one's

body functions, the requirements of basic nutrition, and the

Wingers of substances such as alcohol, tabacco, and addictive

drugs. Yet again, it can be argued that Americ riot facing a

crisis of patriotism and health anywhere near the degree to whiCh,

it tris experiencirig a complete moral breakdown. Crime, divo ce,

chil&abuse, refusal to work, perdonal dishonesty, and government

and,1 all abound. This line of thoughtwould have schools

stress personal values, virte,.and strong discipline. ,

The argume_t,over educational priorities and objectil'es

takes place at-every level of government.
8
'Local_ and state

statutes and federal government.eduCatiOnal provisions are filled

't!).

with confusing and conflicting rhetoric regarding the purposes of

schooling. For example, it has beenA7irtually impossible to

'determine if t, ie Elementary and. Secondary Education Act (ESEA)

is a success or ailure because nowhere is it clear what- the act

FielsehnthetLd'
SeGondar Education in New York State, Vol.- ITT (New York: The---Viking
Pres, 1973 C
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And thereafter to induce the' to cooperate with economists, soci-

ologists, and politicians to resolve the ,thprny problems of find-

g an acceptable means fOr measuring school oUtput. Space does

n t-Permit a detailed explanation of all such Measurement prob-.

lems, but several of the more

below.

Normative Testing. in The emphasis in standard zed testing

been on the development of predictive instruments, which make

significant ones -are described

possible to rate an, individual taking the test in relation to

others ;who have ;previously been examined On the same test. -He

scored "at the 90th pe :entile," "at the median," or "in the bot-

tom quartile" These are all normative statements thatOillustrate

the dominant4esting technology. These statements do not proNiide
4

substan.ve information on what the test taker knowi, how many,.

questions he or She answered correctly, or whether of not the

individUal is qualified or competent on the substantive dimension

being assessed. However, it does provide a ranking that frequent -

ly has poWerful predictive validity. Literally millions of

academic and employment decisions have been based on this kind of

testing. Many colt es utilize the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)

in deeeftining admission eligibility. Graduate schools of all

kinds use a higher powered version, the Graduate Record ExaminaF,

ton G for admissionpurposes. The military has .long used

)the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). GovernmeZ!nt agencies

10 -

Allan C. Ornstein, Race and Politics in Sehodl7Community Organizations
(Pacific Palisades, Calif.: Goodyear Pub. Co.,



and private firms administer_ tests to winnow th pool of job

applicants and school districts frequently use the National

Teacher Ekamination (NTE) to asses the-quali ications of poten-

tial employees.

Despite widespread popular acceptance and use, norm-refer-

enced tests do not accurately assess school effectiveness because

of the manner in which the tests are constructed. In assembling

"goodu.test queo:',J.ons it beco

discriminate or-separate examinees and distribute them over a

crucial to identify items that

range of'correct answers.

the test would be

subsequent task;

be made. Thus, a

useless

If all examineei made the same score,

for predicting performance-on.some

t world not permit discriminating judgments to

norm-referenced test maker discards easy

question._ --those which are frequently answered correctly. Sim-

ilarly, items to which no one can respond correctly are,omitted.

Through repeated rounds of use, test items are continually

purified in terms of their ability to 'discriminate among examinees.

Even though norm- referenced tests are intended to measure a form
L

of academic achievement, in time these examinations become much

like IQ tests, filled with a number of abstractions. In this

for- a standardized test published by a Rational testing company

may contain very different items 'from what a classroom teacher

has been attempting to convey to his or her pupils.

Interpreting the Metrics of Learning. A related social

science weakness concerns measurement yardsticks or the scale or

-ic applied to measure ho15. much gain or loss a student or group_

f students has experienced over a given period-of time. This is



anagonizing technical probleM that probably is ,better understood

by illustration. An ideal test instrument would be-based on a set

f evenly-spaced -linear increments, For example, on a test com-

posed of 100 questions, we would know that a student receiving A

score of 75 was better informed regarding the subject matter

at hand than a student who scored 25 and also that the former

knew the subject matter three times better than the latter. How -

evr, such assumptions regarding linearity and systematic value

of higher scores' are implausible because of the construction of

current norm-referenced tests. All that can be deduced from a

norm-referenced test score is that the individual student in-

question scored higher, or lower, than most students.

The concept of grade equivalency scores is iitended to

impute sreater reading .to norm-referenced testing. For example,

a student scoring at the 4.5 grade level answered enough ci7est

items correctly to match the number typically answered correctly

by youngsters in the fifth month (Janua y) f the fourth grade.

(The school year for grade equivalency reporting purposes is

10 months 'in length.) If the student is in fact in the second

month of the third grade; then we know that he gr she is testing

as high as the average student in the middle of the fourth grade._

In another example if a second -grade student scores 2.1

on a reading comprehension test in September and scores 4.5 in

_thy spring of the same cho year, we would knoW that he'or she

had learned substantially more than would normally: be expected

of a student in a school year .We could then say that the student,

the teacher, the home, or all three, had performed well. Indeed,



all students or a major proportion of studentsjn.a class,

scHoolo or school district had made such gains, we would judge

the situation*. very productive.

however, the grade equivalency statements are often deceptive.

For example, frequently a gain of one month on a test score means

that the student correctly answered only two or three more test

items than the norm. In a reading comprehension test, this may

mean correctly answering two or three vocabulary items. Who

honestly believes that knowing a few more vocabulary wOrds ranks

a student a month ahead of this or her academic peers? At present,

we can not be sure that our test instrumeilts are of sufficient0

precision to permit such inferences. However, the grade equiva-

lency. ffiechanism. provides the illusion of great specificity, and

laymen id professional educators will undoubedly continue to

rely on the device because it provides a medium of underst?nding

that otherwise is absent. However, consumers of school productivi-

ty sutdies should realize that such a metric is at best a slender

reed upon which to base policy judgments.11

Problems With Process

In tie absence of agreement on the product of schooling or
a

how to measure it, concern for schoOl efficiency and effectiveness
7 i

has sometimes concentrated on process. TheratiOnale is that there

must exist a body of "best prattices _at, if uncovered, would

See Melvin Zimet Decentralization ivenes (New -rk:
Teachers College Press, 1973).



increase school effectiveness. Generally, the search fotl

successful sphOol Practices focuses on the teacher. Regietta-
,V

bly, however, there has never bent a definitiVe study of whiat

constitutes an effeCtive repertoire of instructional behaViors.

Even the relatively unsophisticated scientific step of recording

how good teachers act in the classroom has never taken place.

In the early, days of scientific medical practice, physicians

descriptions of successful clinical procedures were published in

medical journals. The authors never claimed to have perfoLed

thousandi of suchvoperations . or to have treated a representatiVe

sample of patients by the new procedure, .father, they simply

recorded what they had done and why they thought it was effective.

By iMplication, other physicians were invited to add their find-

ings tn &he pool of practical knowledge.- Indeed; this reporting.

procedure still takes place and is a useful contribution to

reproving modern health practices. It is not a replacement for,

but a. useful adjunet to, large-scale, scientific laboratory

research. Similarly, if teachers had conducted "clinical" clan

A
room research beginning a half century ago, today,we might have a

knowledge base of teacher behavior, .Regrettably, such a base does

not presently exist. Moreover, until teacher training nsfitu

tions, school distticts, and other related agencies begin to train

teachers in the methods of clinical research and provide them with

the sedting and incentives tO conduct studies, we will n vet be

Able to take advantage of thenatutal experiments and potential

research studies in America' s classrooms. Further teachers will

continue to miss an image as professionals interested in improv-



ing their skills and adding scientific body nowledge

and practice.

Social scientists have fared littl ` better than professional

titre teaching prat-

tides. Social science research, most of it conducted in the

1960' almost totally excluded teacher behavior from considers-

teachers in the effqrts to determine of

tion. For example, the renowned Coleman RepotX12 contained no

measures of teather.behavior. The Report employed what research-

ers label status" variables rather than proc s measures. The

Coleman teary co collected information. regarding teachers' age, yea

of experience, and level of education. One can construct a

hypethet,ical argument as to how such measures might be reflected

in the behavior of teachers,and'thus they may be important

diniens.t.,as upo which to collect data. However, presumably, if

a teacher,has an effect on student learning, it is through the

teacher's action. Thus, the importa t variable Should be.teacher

behavior, measures of instructional ro ess s, or teach - student

teraction.

Coleman Report findings are subject to.de -=e on several

grounds_ However, the inability of his competent te--m tb cap

the essence of schboling,teacher behaviot-dramatic ly illust aces

the'present impotene of social science in assessing school 1

effectiveness. Moreover, unt?l techniques for observing, record
.p

ing, 'and analyzing teacher behavor improve, future _sp cts for

2

R W _leo_

-rbart ReView

"Tbe Contra
3, 1.966

y Ove- PS 201: One View and a Prop°



gaining additional knowledge are dismal.

IN4)ILITY TO CONTiOL FOR Ti E "OUTSIDE"

Evaluation schemes-displaying even a modicum of

0
cation attempt to take account of the _fact that much of what a

child is able tip 1earn is beyond the ability' of schools- to con?

trol. For 'example, though no one is solutelysure how por"{-

tent it Ts, it generally is conceded that human beings v with

regard to their genetically enawed learning capacity. Presume-
,

bly,. this innate t llectUal capaci is' established at the

chnd's conception and'is a learning factor beyokid the ability
,

of schoos to manipulate. Similarly, there probably is no-

stronger social science °finding thdii the relationship between

school aqhievement.and the student's family and neighborhood)

envirm neat. Yet; with, a few exceptions, educators cannot

arrange for a home environment. that motivates children to

or provides'them with the necessary experiences to benefit from

schooling.

Researchers, have devised several means to take such out -of-

.school influences on learning into account. However, these

measures are woefully):nadequate: Genetically endowed intelli-

gence is almost impossible tg mea ure accurateljc. even psycholo-
,

gists'readily admit that they do not know what IQ tests measure.

These testd depend on a child 'manipulating physicalmaterials or

responding to pencil and paper tests:\ Yet, the ability to uncle

stand questions is` affected not .only`-by one s innate telligence



but -also by one's-environmental experiences. Frequently, the

environment includes school. At present it is impossible to

obtain a measure of intelligence untarnished by envirom4nt.

Thus, IQ scorqs may be highly 'confounded. The outcome is tha

is difficult to - impossible to control for innate ability, a

school effectiveness effort.

Controlling for a childs!social environment zutaide of

school'is equally frustrating. The typical procedure here is to

find measures that purport to capture the essence of a child's

social: circumstance, and then apply'statisticalfcontrols for them.

How ver, proxies for children's social background* are almost

always incomplete or flawed. The measures frequently used are

-parents' occupation, education, and income: Sometimes these are

supplerr-nted by an index Of possessions in the home ant la ju_

as to the financial value of the home itself.. In some instancee

ent

these data are gathered directly-from-the student 0parents.

More frequently, they are pieces f information averaged for

census tract. Sometimes,,studentsocial background data are

simply the best judgements of observers or a school principal.

Even when such pieces of information are.correctly gathered, they

tend t2. be but fragmentary indicators of a child's social circum-

stances; If a well educa4ted, financially comfortable home almost

-always provided emotional succor anXintellectual stimulat

whereas economically and academically irrmpoverished parents

inevitably produced poor scholars, we might have more'faith'In

supefiOial social measures. However, the exceptions to such

simpl.t.Ystdnarios are legion. Sufficient numbers of children
4



deviate from, he statistical norm with regard to these background

PrOcies, that one almost inevitably concludes that, at best, they

are ,of Limited validity and, at wovst, may be use1ess.13 Th

situation ei.s aullim6d up succinctly by a RAND corporation. researcher

who wrote;

Evaluations that use imperfect informaPion run into
both analytical and political 'problemo. ducationa.l
aceountgbiaity systems, based on achievement scores
ar6 an Lhgtance. Such systems frequently turn out
,to be irrelevant to policy decisions , rxesisted by
educational groups that fear unflattering compari-
sons and the misuse of.results, and easible given
faulty data and limited time and mon

48iccouiltab,ility systems in state governme are
inerbasih4y widespread, and state governments-seem
to be more and more important as educational polie3;-
makers. In the state l rename Fulano, accountability
ran into political opposition and feasibility con- .

stxqints t/htch are instructive to examine: Folic
makers consistently and mistakenly saw important
ss_atitial issues as merely 'technical' queS-,:ions.
Actually, these statistical issues'were at the h6art

ore relevance, less resistance, gild grealz-
ibiltty.14

Upside Down entives-

Even° th sigh it is

SC110018 Are suppo ed to
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1

seldom altogether clear shat it is tha

teach, there

is th4 prima

is g eral public agreeine

y function of schooling.,
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ralization
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9n anizations in Action (New Y66.7 McGraw Inc.,

-1nightful elaboration of Thompson's approach, end an
kpplication in the.context of school decentralization, see
"The Boundary-Spanning Role of the Urban School.,Frindipal;/'
b. dissertationSchool of Education, University of California
?5,



However, like most any private sector undertaking, the personnel

incentive system in public schools does not re -ardkemployees fc4

performing this function, Indeed, the institutions' incentive

ladder is structured in alniost precisely an antithetical manner,

the less one teachers, the g eate °the rewards.

At least in parebecause of problems we have previously

described, lack of agreement about expected Outcomes, imprecise

measurement; absence of,an instru tonal-technology), and inability

to control "raw materils," schooli is extraordinarily labor,

intensive and teachers remain a h4 hi- unafferentiated work

'force. One teacher O is substantia14_similar to.another's

and their pi, more a function of job seniority than abili-

ty, training, or competence. In most U.S. school districts
,:--,

teac pay has little to do with whether or not you strive to be

a good classroom instructor. Iideed, even if you are an inade-

cpyte teacher, the likelihood of your being penalized is slender.

Teachers are protected not only by tenure, a-mechanism justified

for purposes of protecting academiclreedom, but also by elabor-

ate statutory and tease law regulations which have recast the man-

tle of "due pr es- ' into a protective shield forthe incompetent.

The absence of an effective personnel incentive system

results in an inability of the public school institution to be

sensitive to _public pre

sector might have serious -negative effects upon profits.

Twos. This situation in the private

0

the virtual monopoly bf thejU.S.public school system insulates

However,

employees from the consequences of consumer dissatisfaction. The

market for their services is- relativly assured for public school



professionals

If theexq_sting incentive system were simply neutral in

inducing school employes to teach, the situation might be 9 e

tol_rable. However, it is probable that the reward'system

actually induces many able individuals to leave classroom

'instruction. There exists an employment hierarchy which fre-

quently motivates capable employees to at-tp-rapt to become demon-

stration teachers, instructional specialists, counselors, deans,

vice principals, principals, central office administrators, and

county "a:d state level school officials. Each of these steps

places-greater distance between the individual and the day-to-day

purpose of schools, teaching yoUTigs ers. Also, each of these

positions provides greater rewards, more pay,:more tir with

adult more discretion over one s time, and more public prestige.
4

Gi such an upside dolma' incentive system, it is little wonder

that schodls arq ineffidient.

sfunctionaL Consequences of
Technical-industrial Accountability

Worts in the private sector to enhance efficiency led to

development of complicated mathematic models of manufacturing

which enable analysts to apiraise the benefits of alternative

production processes and materials. This analytic technique is

known as production functii analysis. Beginning in the latter

part of the1960's, efforts were made to employ this scheme to

achieve .-ccountabiLity" for schools. When adapted for-educa-

tional purposes, =the technique takeS the form of the foil wing



d aquatic
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y Model in What may be its mos sophisticatedl

fails adequately to compensate f the assump-

have previously described:

is condition ard,warn against

Indeed, among the

the danger of

r policy purposes, is the economist Henry Levin,

the following in 1974

lack of similarities among the production tech- .

nicilles used by different schools may mean that neither
average or frontier findings can be .applied to any
particular school. Indeed, in the-c7:Ltreme case, each
.ndtvkdual,school. is on its own production function
:(Which varies according to the outputs being pursued),
and ,evaluation results for any group of schools will
not be applicable to individual schools in the sample.



Whileasurement of educational production may be a
useful exercise in itself, it is not clear that such
studies can help us to improve the efficiency of the
educational sector. In particular, our focus on a
single'anddieasurable output, student achievement, not
only limits the analysis considerably; but it may pro-
vide policy recommendations that would reduce the
economic- efficiency of the industry if they
were adopted. Perhaps the only generalization that one
can make from this pessimistic overview is thet_tbe.

rianalysis. of production of public. activities is fraught
withoclifficulties that are unusually severe given:the
present analytical state ciT' the art. ,Theipplications
of estimates of public sector production ftndtions
for improving socialeefficiencyshould probably be
stated with far greater modesty than they-bave been.
They may be totally misleading.15

Because the technical model is contepuel ly and practically

ound, it fails to 66±17et:e the .ills for,Which it is intended.

Aoes:notAlyL. sytem_of::ineetiVeS::::1r-rprOfs

nal educators, (2) provide consumers; with information they can

use i71 .:hoosing school services; (3) deliver useful feedback-
,

either to educators or to laymen as to how well schools are work-

ing; (4) provide a framework in which to conduct research and

effectiveness studies to improve school services; (5) offer any

heals to decide- which teachers and administrators are effective

and which are incompetent; .and (6) p ovide clues as to inhere added

f -ancial resources should be Spent. The list of failures extends

and on.

The inability of the technical accountability model to

aChieve the expectations held forit.is provoking a number of

counterproductive consequences. Professional educators, largely

reacting to the inadequacies and inequities foisted them by

15

Preston R. Wilcox, "The Controversey-Over IS 20L: One Viva and 6 Proposal,"

The Urban Review 1 (No. 1966), 12-16.



today's accountability efforts, cree t resisting any

"Standardized

learned in

home ,envi/-on ont been shown to be the

prim deter- inantof school achievem

evalUation attempts. OnetyPi.c

tests do not accurately measure

-school. The child's

and we have no control

over that situation. ih the ab-5erle ny science that pre-

scribes how to teach children, bolv can we be evaluated for' our

instruction ?'" These justifi_ca is ns, like most human rational -
,

izations, are partly 'accurate, 2.1111 t pr sent accountability

does ittle to blunt their validity. ndeed it aggravates

weaknesses and in so doing provoka

resist evaluation more ful Y.

'Another possible dysfun tional

fes'sional

ce a

ucators to

the present

aceou ability system's 'failure is an even greater skepticism

about education among legislators and other public officials.

Because he technical 'model is not providing needed information,

education is becoming indreast=10-Y vulnerable to siiple political

arguments. Its once privileged access to finances isljeopardized.

Schools increasingly must compete with other public sector ser-

vices for resources and the abseil e of perforMance data or cost

feetiveness information hurts ttleir

In short, from the policylmaker

tion gives the impression ofbeirlg out of control, If the situa-
.

4ion is not rectified, the possible outcomes are i=ntervention and

further diminution of professional autonomy, greeter- erosion of

viewpoint, public educe-

public confidence and consequent reduction in financial support,

and a general unde '.Wing of -thiS tiatiori Long commitment to a



high quality system of public education..

What to do When There
Are Few Answers

What can b done t increase an institution's efficiency

whn. neither its purpose nor its processes easily lend themselves

evaluation. There are -several solutiOrks to such problems of

ndeterminancy; however,, they' have seldom been apPlied'in educa-
.

tion. These.sOiutions are varied,-some relying upon individual

efforts others necessitating collective actionS. They can he

applied either singularly or in combinatiOn. Whatever their

precise form, they entail :a reformulation of thC,concept of

efficiency when applied to schools. These models assume that

responsiveness is a more appropriate. definition of efficiency

than profit when, considering the public aector..-

The solution to the problems of indete'rminaey isa seemingly

anthithetical combination of conditions. The evaluation system

must permit complicated, subjective, and even illogical judgments,

1' and simultaneously, communicate them within an agreed uponi , upon,
]

standardized and equitable format. There are at least two systems

which encompass such conflicting conditions; one is the political

-process and the other is the market mechanism. Each depends upon

innumerable subjective judgments and disaggregated individual

actions, but channels the expression of such assessments in a

fashion which enhances institutional responsiveness. Each concept

and the manner in which- it could,be adapted to enhance public



-schooLefficiency.is explained in detail in other se; tip s..16

Consequently we -provide.only-a summary deacription of the alterna-

tIve models the following, sectibns. Also, we suggest a third
ko.

sot of- reforMs intended to redress the inverted personnel ncen-

tive system to which we referred earlier.

POLITICS AND SCHOOL RESPONSIVENESS

If institutional responsiveness is accepted as -a. measure of

efficiency, it can be enhanced. by injecting a larger measure of

politids into.schoOl decision- making. The objective is to devise

a representative structure which balances appropriateelements of

professional autonomy and academic freedom with lay control over

school e-jectie Such a balance is difficult ta achieve.

Forces for reform must overcome both .a legacy of historical

abusl/es of school politics and contemporary professional educator

resistance to theierosion of their present pOwerful position.

A century ago, school systems were large in number and small

in enrollment. The average number of constituents for each

16
For an example of the mechanisms by which schools could productively be more
politicized, see National Committee for-Citizens in Education, Public
.Testimony on Public Schools (Berkeley: McClitchan 1975); and the Report of
the New York State Commission on the Cost, Quality, and Effectiveness of
Elementary and Secondary Education (the so- called Fleischmann,Report) (Ne-

York: Viking, 1973). For means by with grater market reliance might be
implemented, see Garms, Guthrie,:and Pierce, School Finance: The Economics

and Politics of Publit Education (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Ball, in

press).



elected school official was then 250. 17 (Today because of the

twin phenomena of schabl district consolidation-and. popUlation

growth, each board member represents in excess of 3 000 constitu-

ents.) Under these conditions, face-tO-face contact between

citizen and-electedrepresettative_pefmitted an accurate exchange

ofTersonal views Also, these conditions predated the expansion-

of-professional"School administrators.. Board members themselves

were responsible not only-for setting iolickbt implementing
3

as well. They hired and fired teachers, -purchaad:instructional

materials, and established the curriculum. The conduit for

transmitting power between-the will of the electorate and the

control of the institution:was-direct and forceful. Under such

conditions, schools were responsive,.

:.Whatever the virtues of:such direct representation, at the

turn of the twentieth century it underwent a dramatic alteration.

This occurred as a consequence of reform efforts.on the part of

progressives'', who viewed the graft and corrpuption which colored

school governance at the time as the result of an excess of parties-

san politics. particularly in large cities, school board members

were accused of accepting contract rebates, practicing patronage

for teaching jobs, and otherwise engaging in illegal activities.

Reformers believed that insulating education` from mainline politi-

cal processes would result in better schools. Consolidation of-

of ward school districts into central city boards, separation. of

school districts frOm general Municipal government, and wide-.

For more on this point see James Via. Guthrie, Diana Thomason, and Patricia
Craig,'"The Erosion of Lay Control" in National Committee for Citizens in
Education, Public Testimony on Pal 'Schools (Berkeley: McCutchan, 1975).



spread deployment professional school administrators were

seen' as steps to correct scandal 18

Progressive reforms restored public confidence in big city

schools-. .However, political insulation created a power vacuum

which came eventually to be filled by profeSsional educators:

Initially, it was school adtinistratOrs who dominated the deci-

sion-mdking process, intimidating elebted-board members with,

their "scientific management ideology, and their frequent

admonition to leave practice to...the professionals.. A half-,

century later, teacber.collective bargaining has -lterecl-the

actors in the ,decision- making drama, but thb-outco e remains

substantially the same. The opportunity to render schools

responsive to the lay public's preferences remains vastly diluted=

Contoi..eorary Reform Efforts

In Lhe 1960 S big city minority group representatives

advocated greater political decentralization in order to counter

professional educator dominance. This reform effort, frequently

labeled Pcommunity control" had little direct effect. The move-

ment was emasculated by opponents' frequent references to the

political scandals of a previous era.. However, community control

eventually took root through another v&dium. By the early 1970's

federal aid legislation began to mandate greater citizen partici-

(7-pation in school related decisions.' A number of states subse-'

-quently enacted co1parable statutes. These provisions increased

See Joseph M. Cronin, The Control .of Urban Schools (New York: The Free Precis,

1973).



remarkably the number. ..of lay_people

ence school decisions.

The long run effectiveness of such-mandated district-wide

and school-wide advisory committees is arguable. Proponents of

mehmedhanisms contend that it takes time for a- reforM to demon-

formally positioned to influ-

strate its effectiveness. They argue that when formerly disen--
.c

franchised lay people learn properly to exercise .their influence,

school personnel will become more responsive to public tastes.

Conversely, skeptics contend that parent and citizen "advisory"

committees are doomed to perpetual impotence because they hold no

formal decision-making authority. In their view, professional

educators need only listen to lay "advice," they need never heed

it The result is to deceive the public while retaining reins of

power in the hands of professionals.

Whatever the validity f the two positions, a wide variety

of mechanisms have been proposed by which gmaterpub lc participa-

tion can reach fruition. -A particularly complete set of reforms

:was implemented in 1972 by the Florida. legisiature.19 This plan

establishes the indiVIduai school as the basic unit 'of management.

The initial assumption is that all important decisions can be made

at this level, where clients and professionals interact. The

burden of the argument rests with those who would escalate, a

decision to a higher Management level. Each school, "ideally,"

provided with a lump'Sum budget over which it has discretion.

19

Described in detail in the Report of the Florida Governor's Citizens' Committee
on Education (Tallahassee, 1972)



Each school is governed by a democratically selected parent

advisory council, which l.as as its primary function, selection

and evaluation of the principal. Thereafter, the cdmmittee

advises with regard _to. personnel- needs , curriculum, etc. Annual-

ly, each school produces a performance report containing, among

other items, the school's' results on statewi student achieve-

ment tests.
r,

This plan, whatever its practical li itations, was.designed

with the intent of protecting professional perogatives while

simultaneously permitting'lay persons a greater voice the

operation of th-eir childrens' schools. Operating through the

instrument of the` executive officer, the school principal, the

institution becomes more attuned to public preferences. However,

133\its.?J.f the plan does little to render pe onnel below the level

of the principal more sensitive to,public demands
r
or more moti-

vated to teach effectively. Under the Florida plan, the public

school system still occupies a monopoly position, assured of a

student population underalmost all circumstances. This condition

erodes the motive to reform.

The Market Mechanism and
School Responsiveness

Public support of .education logically t mean public .

provision of school services. Advocates of expanded priVate sec-

tor school offerings-contend that a-greater degree of competition

.would benefit individual students particularly and the education,

sector in general. Competition would, by definition, expand



-choice.- -Consumer-a, through_theirindiViduai-seleCtion- of schOols,.

would express their tastes and puncture, the present public school

monopoly. -The absence of an assured clientele would motivate

private providers to meet client preferences or jeopardize their

share of the market. Fewer -Clients would-be:reflected in decreased',

revenues-. Sufficient revenue reduction would-lead to school cl_

sure and loss of employment, both for management and staff. Such

a risk ispreaumed to sensitize suppliers to client tastes.::

Privat -schooling is not exter-4ve nationwide; the peak

year was 196 when approximately l4 percent of the .school age

eligible populatiOn attended non-public schools. The -overwhelm-

ing majority attended sectarian, primarily Catholic schools.

While not the case for the nation, private schooling hitorically

and Lently has been prominent in pacific regions, particularly

the Northeast. 111 some _states .-25 pe cent of the student body is

enrolled in non -pudic schools This is also the .situation_in

many large cities where private schooling is popular both With

20minority-group and caucasianlatilies.-- EVen so, proponents

contend that existing conditions do not permit the market mechan

to operate fully.. Private school parents frequently are

subject to fiscal double jeopardy, paying both tuition and

property taxes. Under stlich,circUmstances, pudic schools hold

a strong competitive edge, and remain unreasonably insensitive

to client demands.,

20

National Center for Educational Statistics, The Conditionth of Education
(Washington, D,p., U.S. Goverment Printing Office, 1977)



A variety of proposals has been put forth for

J. competitive education market. The primary mechanism each

e

instance is a voucher. Voucher plails rang in con lexity from-

the simplest of notions such as espoused by Milton Friedman,21

to more complicated ents which attempt to -iyaze social

values in addition to simple schooling -For example, Jencks

describes regulated cbmpensatory vouchers whiCh would render 16w

income _low achieving students more attractive 15-grantimg

their parents a- larger dollar vi6Ucher.:22 By prohibiting tuition

increments beyond the state ovided:warrant, such handicapped

children would be more valuable," hence more desirable. 'Similar-'

ly, John E. Coons and his colleagues propose a voucher plan which

would equalize the ability of.families, regardleSs o inoorn4, to

selecteA high quality schooling for ther41

All such plans, complexity aside, ,render the individual-'

household -the basic unit for school decisions.

en.23

The probleMs of

specifying school objectives and- instructional purposes is by-.

decisions to,the lowest.level of

By exercising choice, each home*-

hold, consumer unit, at once expresses preferences regarding

passed by disaggregating such

government, the family unit.

quality and tastes and provides'clear evaluative feedbackto the-

lion Friedman,
Yress, 1962).-

UniVersity of Chicago

22
Christopher Jencks,: Education Vouchers: A Report on Financin Education b

Grants to Parents-(Cambridge: Center for the Studys)__ Public Policy, 1970).

23
John E. COons and Stephen D. Sugarman
State Stem for Vouchers (University
for -.GovernmentalStudiea, 1971).

Choice in Education! A Model

of Califorpia,'-Berkiley: Institute



educational system. The "mechanic'se ptime me chanic these systems is the
option of exiting if dissatisfied.

Combining
and "Exit"

.
. .In an insightful volume entitled, Exit, Voice and Loyalty, 24___-----------_____

Albert ftirschman assesses the- political process relative to the

market mechanism..-Ilis analysis make ,clear-that-while-"voice,"

politics, can enhance responsiveness:in some instances it .is not

an-infallible instrument; .This is particular4T the'caseAnari.

manopoly-circumstances .Conversely,. while "exit " the. market

mechanism, -offers good opportunity to express dissatisfaction

it can tail under ified- conditions to improve the quality

a praduct-or'service, In fact, voice and 6xit are frequently

'Comp iimentary ; the availability pf one.aption-enhancing the

effectiveness of the other.

In the provision'of-sChaOling, it is POSOble'to,combine-

exit and voice. Carps and his colleague propose'-a combination

25plan Iin substantial detail. Suffice t -to. Mention here that

such a proposal involves public = sector provision of basic scho

in and utilizes- a Florida plan.for school management. Thereafter,

. many other educational offerings are privately provided but

publicly subsidized, proportionate income,. through a voucher

and education. stamp mechanism.

24

Albert 0. Hirschman
Press, 1970).

25

Exit,'Voice and Uo Loy (Ca ridge : Harvard University,

alter i. Garms,Jamea W. Guthrie, and Lawrence c Pierce, -R. cit.



A-voucher plan, particularly if it overcame First Amendment

_difficulties, would:obliterate-distinctions-between public and,

private schooling. Under-such radical reform, it is conceivable

that personnel incentives would bd reformulated to correct for'

the present _upside down reward structure. However,- as was noted

previously, the injection of more political representativeness

into school decision making. would-not,by itself solve the person-
,.

nel incentive problem. Thus, in the absence-of far reaching-

restructuring-, policy makers would do'well to formulate mid-level

perSonnel incentive reforms.-- What then can be done?

As with other reform facets numerous plans.have been pro-

posed on this dimension. For example,

legislature authored by Pierce and his

teacher hierarchy, advancement -through

appraisal of instructional ability.26

a study for the Oregon

coll agueg,- deseribes a

wick depend upon intensive

This plan advocates finan-

dial renumeration in keeping with merit promotions. Also, the

plan would reduce the career ladder exiting from the classroom

and-make it possible foran able instructor to earn an annual

salary equal to that of a school p incipal. Differentials for

such functions as counselors, department chairMen, and central

office staff, below the level of assistant,superintendent would

(

, 26

Lawrence C. Pierce, Walter
-State School Finance Alternatives Eugene: University of Oregon Press, 1979).

Germs, James W. Guthrie, and Michael W. Kirst



equal a classroom teacher. Such specialized administrative roles

may be necessary, but they arguably are no more. Nvortant than

instructing. Consequently, they should not carry greater,q.nan-

cial reward.


